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Orange, red, yellow, white, blue, you call it 
Any colors you name I'll be hanging in my closet 
I must stack chips still I can't get off it 
So many colors, got 'em dripping like a faucet 
Different colors, different day everyday, get away 
Some do it like a perm, wash, dry and repeat 
But see, not me, not that easy 
I love new things, please believe me 
I don't front, I just roll 
I don't need, I just want 
The F is a yes when it rests on my chest and 
And frankly I feel that the famous is fashion 
I found that if fitted is simply the best 

Cause see, me without the F's like what? 
It's like the right without the left's like what? 
It's like the hood without the block's like what? 
It's like a star without the rock, that's whats up 

I got a famous fetish for them famous kicks 
Rocking famous tops call me the famous chick 
And you already know I'm the best 
Cause I'm rocking that F.A.M.O.U.S 

I got a famous fetish for them famous kicks 
Rocking famous tops call me the famous chick 
And you already know I'm the best 
Cause I'm rocking that F.A.M.O.U.S 

Soon as I pull up in that nightdro 
You know they see me 
At attention, I'm like at ease, be easy 
And they like who that? Cause my window's shaded 
Roll it down, they like she done upgraded 
Step out with the famous rebels on my seat 
Step out with the famous logo on my feet 
No doubt that thing was made just for me 
That's why on the tongue it say Gabie G. 
Famous temple in the middle of the T. 

I know you wanna be just like me 
I don't dress to impress, I impress when I dress 
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Cause see, me without the F's like what? 
It's like the right without the left's like what? 
It's like the hood without the block's like what? 
It's like a star without the rock, that's whats up 

I got a famous fetish for them famous kicks 
Rocking famous tops call me the famous chick 
And you already know I'm the best 
Cause I'm rocking that F.A.M.O.U.S 

I got a famous fetish for them famous kicks 
Rocking famous tops call me the famous chick 
And you already know I'm the best 
Cause I'm rocking that F.A.M.O.U.S 

I got customized chains with the customized belts 
Got a customized ring with the customized hips 
Customized tops with customized skirts 
Rocking customized socks and customized shirts 
Got customized rings and customized bracelets 
Customized rings with the customized waistlets 
Customized whips and the customized kicks 
Man I can't help it, I'm a customized chick 

I got a famous fetish for them famous kicks 
Rocking famous tops call me the famous chick 
And you already know I'm the best 
Cause I'm rocking that F.A.M.O.U.S 

I got a famous fetish for them famous kicks 
Rocking famous tops call me the famous chick 
And you already know I'm the best 
Cause I'm rocking that F.A.M.O.U.S
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